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. j Subj.a!&:HFIS 1 
weakiy intlnite-dimensiond spaces products universal sg+_xec 
In this note the spaoes we consider will be metrizable and separable. 
We shti1 8qi that a s+xe X is A-weakly in inite-dimensisnal f 0 Chapter 10, 
0 47; 71 if for each infinixe sequence (A*, Bo), (A t, Bl), . . I of pairs of’ disjoint closed 
sets in X there are partitions Li in X between -Jr and Rj (i.e. Ej is a closed set in 
X which separates Ai from &, see [a]) such that cl, Li = 8. 
Wie &not& the unit intervaf by 1, o denotes the set of natural numbem, and I” 
is the Hilbert cuk 
2. Remits 
We sh =+lI prove the foflowing three facts about the cOass sf A-weal+ Anfinite- 
dimensional spaces: 
98 R. Pal / A-weakly infiaitedm~&al q&m 
. j .’ , _ ./ 
Remark. We do nat know whether the product of two compact, or even complete, 
A-weakly infinite-d~mensional sp ces has this property. We also ,do not know any 
example of a space all whose subspaces are A-weakly infinite-dimensional and 
which cannot be decomposed into countably many zero-dimensional subspaces. .- / 
)f of (a) aad (b). It ~$6 observed in [6] that there exists a &&r&~~et~pace X 
which is A-wc;akiy infinite-dimensional and which contains a G~-subt Y which 
is not A-weakly u&rite-dimensional. We shall also use this space X to demonstrate 
lb)* 
Tile construction below follows an idea of Michael [5]. 
L et us split the set X\ Y into ~NO disjoint Bernstein’s ee J&,,&Z~ [4 Q 401, Le. 3 
ali r.ompact subsets of Mi are countable for i = 0, 1, and let us put Xi r Y uMi. 
Then the product X0 x X1 contains the closed subspace {(x, x): x E Y}-the 
‘diagonal’-homeomorphic to Y, and therefore the space &QX& is npt A-weakly 
infinite-dimensional. To show that each Xi is A-weakly infinitetiimex&nal, let us 
consider an infinite sequence (Ao, &), (A lr &), . . . of pairs in disioint closed subsets 
of t3e space X0 and fet Cj = Ai n &, where the closure is takrttnin the space X. fince 
Ci C: Ml is compact, he set C = Ui Ci is countable and hence there exists a, zero- 
dimensional Ga-set G in X such that C c G. Now X\G is an F&set in the A-weakly 
infinite-dimensional space X and thus there exist partitions Li in the space X\C = 2 
bettveen the sets Ai n Z and Bi n Z, for i ZB 1, such that flLi: i = ,I, 2, . . .& G (cf. 
L P ) Ch. 101). Since G n 2 is zero-dimensional, there also exists a partition to in 2 
t-ctveen &n 2 and &n 2 disjoint from G, Thus n(Li: a’ = 0, l1 , . c) = 8 and me 
:a I now take the partitions Li nXo between Ai and Bi in the space X0. The proof 
<or & is similar. 
Proof of (c). Let us begin with the following simple lemma. 
Lemma 1 (cf. [4, 0 40, Theorem 81). Let C c I” be a set concentruted u&x-# an 
S c I” (i.e. for each open U c I” containing C the set S\U is at mast mqrtt&le). If 
the set S is a countable union of zero-dimensional subsets, then the space C v S is 
A-weakly infinite-dimensional. 
roof. We shall repeat a reasoning 05 Hurewicz 13, Chapter IV, 0 6, A]; cf. also [6]. 
Let S = ual Si with Sj zero-dimensional, and let (Ao, Bof, (Al, Bl), . . . be an 
Infinite sequence of pairs of disjoint closed sets in C LJ S. 
or i 3 1, let Lj be a partition in C u S between Ai and Bi disjoint from Si. Then 
the intersection n(Li: i 2 1) = L is contained in C, and since C is con*ntrated 
about S and L is closed in C US, the set L is countable. lt remains to, take a 
partition Lo in C u S between Aa and O such that Lo n L = 
The next lemma is (a fairly techni er~era~,ization of certain we&-known 
rogerty of the space 
tes o 
Paoat.’ The proof is a modification of a reasoning of Skljarenko f 1, proof of 
T%orem; 3liin Cha#er,,lO], 
Let Gd72,w be open subsets of I” such that C = n, G,,, and let us split cap 
into i&rite disjoint sets NI, Nz, . . . . 
We shall define a set M c o3 positive numbers ~1, t2z5. . . from 1, ami for each 
i E M open subsets U,, Wi of IU such that 
(1) MnNkisinfiniteforeachk=l,2,..., 
(2) rsF,nWi=O, 
(3) K = n, lo, ail = G, 
(4) Ai=(xEK:xi=U)cir/i, Bi=(xEK:xi=ai}C Wi, 
(5) if iEMnNk,tken hk(U~nEk)nhk(U/r;nE~)=~~. 
We proceed by Induction. Assume that at the nth stage of the csnstruction we 
have an n-element set J = (1, l . . , m) n M, gositive numbers a 1, . . . , a, E I, 
open subsets Vi, B: of I@ with disjoint c’1osures, for i E .I, such that 
3f ={xEKm: xj=aip= wi, 
Let US fix an arbitrary k and let us choose p > m belonging to Nk-this is the 
(n + 1)th element of our M Since {xEK,: q =Q for j>m}c Z’, one can find E XI 
and I >p such that 
The images under hk of the compact sets 
A~={xeL:q-Oforjap} 
and 
B:,={xfL:.~p=~andx~=Oforj>p) 
E, and hence there are open sets WP =3 Ah an 
--.- 
J~ftjlrr $9 E&-i 
We arc: now in a position to finish the proof of (c). The idea of the reasoning 
below is simi!ar to that in [2; l.4.C Hint], 
Let E c: .C” be an arbitrary A-weakly infinite-dimensionat @ati. ~kume the 
continuum hypothesis, and let I(&, k,): Q! < 01) be the family qf all. pi@g,,@ that 
I& is a G&-set in 1” containing C and h, : Ha -) SW is an embedding wbi& maps X 
onto a subset of E. Let Gl= GZ 3 - l + 3 Gr 3. . l 3 1E, vhqre 6 $4#$%, b gLsequienm 
of G&-set:5 in I” such that each G&-set in 1”’ containing G contains ume Ge Let 
us put Eb. = hi*(E) and let us USC Lemma 2 to choose for each &WI a point 
X6 e GJU., e Ea. By the choice of Ge the set C = (xe: [C ~1) is concentrated about 
the set Z (see 14, 5 40, VII]), and therefore by I+cmma 1tfre,spaoe( M,$+J Z* is 
A-weakly infinite-dimensional. We shal! show that M cannot be er&&@d in.@, 
Assume on the contrary that h : M -+ E is an embedding and let us extend 
Lavrentieff theorem [4,0 35, II], to an embdding h* : M* r) I” defi 
There exists oy < 01 such that h,) = (M*, h*) aard thb 
his c~~~ra~~~ts t 

